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ABSTRACT
The yeast MATα1 is required for the activation of α-specific genes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and thus confers the
α-cell identity of the yeast. MATα1 contains a domain called the α-domain which has significant sequence identity to
the HMG-box family of proteins. A multiple sequence alignment of several α-domains and various structurally determined HMG-box domains have revealed that both domains possess very similar structural and functional residues. We
found that the basic amino acids of the N-terminal loop, the intercalating hydrophobic residues of the first helix, and the
hydrophobic residues required for interactions within the core of the protein are remarkably conserved in α-domains and
HMG-box proteins. Our generated molecular models suggest that the first and third helix will be shorter and that the
HMG-box core is not an isolated domain. The region beyond the conserved HMG-box motif contains an extended helical region for about 20 - 30 amino acids. Structural models generated by comparative modeling and ab initio modeling
reveal that this region will add two or more additional α-helices and will make significant contacts to helix III, II and I
of the HMG-box core. We were able to illustrate how the extended α-domain would bind to DNA by merging of the
α-domain and the LEF-1/DNA complex. The models we are reporting will be helpful in understanding how MATα1
binds to DNA with its partner MCM1 and activates transcription of α-specific genes. These models will also aid in future biophysical studies of MATα1 including the crystallization and structure determination.
Keywords: MATα1; MATα2; Gene Regulation; Mating-Type; Yeast; α-Domain; Combinatorial Control of
Transcription

1. Introduction
The sex-determining genes of fungi reside at one or two
specialized regions of the chromosome and are known as
the mating-type (MAT) loci. The expression of the genes
on the MAT loci is sufficient to confer haploid cell
identity, attract compatible mating partners and prepare
the cell for sexual reproduction (reviewed in [1-4]). A
number of MAT loci have been described in ascomycetes
and basidiomycetes [5]. Bioinformatic and structural
analysis of the transcription factors have revealed each
transcription factor conserved regions that belong to one
of three different DNA-binding protein families: 1) the
HMG-box superfamily; 2) the Homeodomain superfamily; 3) the α-domain family. In the zygomycetes, the
earliest branching fungal lineage characterized so far,
each MAT loci of the two cell types both have HMGtype transcription factors. However, in ascomycetes and
later branching fungal lineage characterized so far, the
MAT loci of the two haploid cell types contain a combination of α-domain, homeodomain and HMG-box transCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

cription factors [1,6]. This leads to the question of what
is the evolutionary relationship that exists between these
three transcription factor families.
A highly established model of sexual identity is the
ascomycete yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. S. cereviseae has three mating types (a, α, a/α) which are
controlled by a complex array of DNA binding transcription factors (Figure 1) located within the MAT loci
(reviewed in [1-4,7]). In the α-cell, the MATα1 transcription factor (an α-domain protein) interacts with a
general transcription factor MCM1 protein and upstream
activation sequences (UAS) to activate the expression of
α-specific genes. MCM1 also interacts with the α2 protein (a homeodomain protein) and the UAS of a-specific
genes to repress their transcription in α-cells. MCM1 is a
member of the MADS-box family of transcription factors
that play pivotal roles in regulating biological processes
in a diverse range of eukaryotic organisms [8]. The
UAS’s of α-specific and a-specific genes contain sequences that bind the MATα1/MCM1 and the MATα2/
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Figure 1. A simple model of mating-type determination in
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae [1-4].

MCM1 proteins respectively. The crystal structure of the
MADS-box region of MCM1 in complex with α2 has
been determined to 2.25 Å [9]. In this structure, MCM1
binds DNA as a homodimer and uses a long α-helix to
bind and bend the DNA by 72˚. Two α2 homeodomains
are spaced on both sides of the MCM1 dimer and make
symmetry-related contacts to MCM1 by parallel β-sheets.
The mode of MATα1 binding to DNA and its exact
role in transcriptional activation is not known. MATα1
binds MCM1 directly and along a strand of duplex DNA
[10]. However, by itself, purified MATα1 is not very
efficient in binding to DNA [11]. Many studies have
established that the MATα1/MCM1/DNA complex is
held together by direct protein-protein interactions and
direct interactions with DNA [10-12]. We know that
mutations in the Q-element of the QP-box affect the
ternary complex formation but, do not affect the weak
binding of MCM1 alone. We also know that α1 induced
DNA bending is required for transcriptional activation
whereas DNA bending by MCM1 alone or by mutations
is insufficient [11]. However, despite the abundance of
biochemical studies, it is unclear how the MATα1
protein recognizes the QP-box DNA and MCM1 upon
activation of transcription of α-specific genes. The sequence similarities between the α-domain of MATα1 and
the HMG-boxes of many sequence specific DNA binding
transcription factors have been recently studied and an
evolutionary relationship between the α-domain and the
HMG-box DNA binding motif has been proposed [13].
However, despite a wealth of structural information on
the HMG-box structure to date with many experimental
structures of HMG-box proteins available in the protein
data bank, all the known HMG-box proteins currently
available have an insignificant level of sequence identity
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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to α-domain proteins.
The HMG-box proteins are crucial participants in many
biological processes that involve chromosome architecture,
and DNA metabolism (reviewed in [14,15]). Proteins that
contain HMG-box domains usually fall within two general
categories. The first category consists of non-sequence
specific DNA binding proteins (HMGB-type) with two
HMG-boxes followed by a long acidic C-tail. The second
group consists of a diverse set of proteins (both sequence
specific and non-sequence specific) with a single HMGbox domain without an acidic C-tail. The HMG-box
domain consists mainly of three α-helices that pack in
the form of an L-shaped molecule [16-31]. HMG-box
domains interact primarily with the minor groove of
DNA on the concave surface and cause significant
distortions to the DNA helix. An example is illustrated
in Figure 2. A basic N-terminal loop wraps around the
DNA backbone and making specific contacts with the
phosphates and bases. Sequence specific HMG-box
proteins typically have a conserved Asn within the basic
N-terminal extension that promotes a water mediated base
interaction. The first helix will align within the minor
groove with a significant curve. The first helix will insert
hydrophobic residues (Met, Ile, Try, Val) between the
stacked DNA bases. Although the majority of the DNA
binding residues of HMG-boxes are found within the
basic N-terminal extension and helix I, some DNA
binding residues are found on the N-terminal side of
Helix II [16,18,19,21,24-29]. In general, the interactions of the HMG-box with DNA leads to a highly
distorted DNA structure with a wider minor groove and a
significantly bent DNA helix. The DNA bending of
HMG proteins facilitates the formation of higher-order
nucleoprotein complexes necessary for transcription,
recombination and DNA repair.
In the present study, the α-domain from the transcriptional activator MATα1 was chosen for modeling due to
the sequence similarity and evolutionary relationship to
the HMG-box proteins. In our modeling studies, we seek
to identify the evolutionary conserved structural qualities
that exist in both the α-domain and the HMG-box struc-

Figure 2. An example of an HMG-box protein. A complex of
LEF-1 (cartoon, red) bound to DNA (stick, cpk, PDB ID
2LEF) [16].
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ture. We also seek to examine parts of the α-domain that
have diverged to give it its unique functions. A major
difference between the α-domain and the HMG-box
motif is the C-terminal 25 - 29 amino acids that do not
contain an existing homology to any known structure.

2. Methods
2.1. MATα1 and α-Domain Target Sequence
Determination
To find the MATα1 protein sequence and the α-domains
target sequences for homology modeling, the full-length
MATα1 from Saccharomyces cereviseae was retrieved
from the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) database. This sequence was then used as a template in a BLAST (Basic-Local-Alignment-Search-Tool)
search using NCBI-BLASTP suite [32]. The homologous
domain between residues 81 and 146 was identified as
the α-domain and used. The α-domains of organisms
Ogataea angusta (CAE84418), Kluyveromyces lactis
(Q08398), Lachancea waltii (CAO02575), Debaryomyces hansenii CBS767 (CAG88405), Zygosaccharomyces
rouxii (CAR29078), Candida albicans SC5314 (EAK
95705) were determined by the same procedure and used
for the sequence alignment.

2.2. Homology and ab Initio Modeling
To find the optimum HMG-box template for homology
modeling, a search of the PDB (Protein Data Bank) was
done for all structures containing an HMG-box domain.
Initially, 42 PDB records were obtained however we
omitted point mutants and highly homologous HMG-box
structures to yield 27 representatives for comparisons
(see Table A1). The HMG domain sequence files were
taken directly from the PDB. Upon analyzing pairwise
alignments using DIALIGN-TX [33], we obtained the
best templates for homology modeling as PDB-ID: 2E6O
(21.1%), 2LEF (14.2%). The final sequence alignment
file of the target, template and the atomic coordinate file
of the template structure was used to build the model
using the SWISS-MODEL workspace. The corresponding model generated by the SWISS-MODEL workspace
was subjected to multiple rounds of sidechain and loop
adjustments and energy minimization procedures using
the SWISS-PDB viewer [34] and the program GROMOS.
For models containing the C-terminal domain we took
the amino acids 81 - 175 and submitted it to the
ROBETTA server [35,36]. After 5 - 6 weeks, the server
found 5 possible structures for the domain. Each
ROBETTA model and SWISS-MODEL was assessed as
described below.

2.3. Model Assessment
The quality of the generated model was assessed by
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Table 1. Structural models of the α-domain from Saccharomyces cereviseae.
Model name

Amino RMSD QMEAN QMEAN GA341- DNA/
acids
(Å)
score
Z-score score Clash

Model 1_SWM 81 - 146 1.71

0.563

−1.05

0.710

no

Model_1_ Rob 81 - 175 2.78

0.428

−2.67

0.775

yes

Model_2_ Rob 81 - 175 2.64

0.440

−2.57

0.987

yes

Model_3_ Rob 81 - 175 2.58

0.531

−1.89

1.000

no

Model_4_ Rob 81 - 175 2.12

0.393

−2.96

0.999

no

Model_5_ Rob 81 - 175 2.21

0.479

−2.24

0.873

yes

0.829

0.690

1.000

no

2E6O

----

----

checking the stereochemical parameters using PROCHECK [37], and ERRAT [38]. For each model we also
checked its absolute quality by analyzing the QMEAN
score, QMEAN Z-score, and the GA341 score [39-43].
The QMEAN is a scoring function consisting of a linear
combination of six structural descriptors: 1) C-β interaction potential, 2) Solvation potential, 3) All-Atom interaction potential, 4) Tosional potential, 5) secondarystructure matching agreement (SSE-agree) and 6) solvent accessibility agreement (ACC-agree). The QMEAN
score is a range from 0 to 1 with the most ideal value
should be around 0.6 to 0.8. The QMEAN Z-score provides an estimate of the “degree of nativeness” of the
structural model compared to experimental structures.
High quality models will have a QMEAN Z-score less
than 1 standard deviation from a similar sized high quality experimentally derived protein structure. The
|QMEAN Z-scores| between 1 and 3 are acceptable quality and |QMEAN Z-scores| > 3 are considered “bad quality structures”. The GA341 is a score for the reliability of
a model [40,41]. A model is predicted to be reliable
when the model score is higher than a prespecified cutoff of 0.7. A reliable model has a probability of the correct fold that is larger than 95%.

2.4. Superposition and Merging
Superposition were done using the SWISS-PDB viewer
[34] and the program SUPERPOSE [44]. RMSD values
were computed in the program SUPERPOSE. Models
containing bound DNA were prepared by superpositioning the model onto the structure of LEF-1/DNA using the
Swiss-PDB viewer and omitting the LEF-1 structure
from the picture.

3. Results
3.1. The Core of the α-Domain Contains an
HMG-Box Fold
The similarities between the α-domain and the HMG-box
have been established based on sequence identity [13].
OJBiphy
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However, despite extensive structural information on the
HMG-box structure, no structure of the α-domain has
been determined. Our motivation to do this work was to
understand unique evolutionary aspects that exist between MATα1, the α-domain and the HMG-box containing proteins that are involved in mating-type determination. An initial BLAST search using the full-length
MATα1, or the homologous α-domain did not reveal any
sequence containing a solved structure in the PDB. Further analysis of the full-length MATα1 reveals a naturally disordered region (aa. 1 - 44) that exists on the
N-terminus (data not shown). The C-terminus of MATα1
appears to form a structured core of which only residues
81 - 146 have sequence conservation in other yeast and
HMG-box proteins. The region from amino acids 147 to
175 had only modest conservation in α-domain proteins
of closely related yeasts. Secondary structural analysis of
the C-terminal region of MATα1 from S. cereviseae reveals the presence of 5 or more helices (see Figure 3).
The fifth helix was predicted with low confidence when
analyzed using PsiPRED [45]. Other prediction gave
similar results and thus the confidence scores for helix
was slightly higher than for β-sheet and random coils.
We then sought to compare the conserved region considered as the α-domain to all experimentally determined
structures of HMG-box proteins. We were able to find 27
known structures of HMG-box domains that have been
deposited into the PDB (see Table A1). All known
structures were analyzed by a sequence structural alignment (data not shown). We took HMG-box domain sequences from the Protein Data Bank and α-domain sequences from the SWISSPROT database and performed
a sequence alignment (Figures 4(a) and (b)). The sequence alignment was performed by the program MUSCLE and interestingly we found no difference in the
alignment among the HMG-box proteins when only a
sequencestructural alignment was performed. The critical amino acids within the HMG-box core are listed in
Table A2. The α-domain protein from various ascomycete yeast were obtained and aligned along with the
HMG-box proteins and colored in CLUSTALX [46] in
JALVIEW [47] (see Figure 4 and Table A1). By comparing multiple models of structurally determined HMGbox domains, we were able to look very closely at common core elements among the HMG-box domains and
determine how an α-domain would fold assuming the
core of MATα1 folded as an HMG-box domain. Taken
together, the HMG-box proteins shared very little sequence homology to the α-domain proteins with sequence homologies ranging from 5% to 21% identity
(compared to the S. cerevisiae sequence). However,
among the conserved sequence elements, the positions
within the HMG-box that is required for either DNA
binding or for hydrophobic interactions within the core
are highly retained. A summary table is provided (see
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Table A2). Interestingly, residues involved in DNA
binding include basic amino acids of the N-terminal loop,
a conserved Asn at position 6 between the N-terminal
loop and the first helix, and conserved intercalation at
position 9 are conserved in all the α-domain proteins
shown. The conserved Asn at position 6 is found in all
sequence specific HMG-box proteins. The second intercalating residue of the first helix (at position 12) is an
Arg in the α-domain which in the position to intercalate
between the stacked bases, however, depending on the
rotamer form used in the modeling, it can form a hydrogen bond to a nearby pyrimidine. Because Arg is a
diversion away from a normal hydrophobic amino acid,
this clearly represents a fundamental difference in how
the α-domain binds to DNA relative to its close relatives
of the HMG-box proteins. Other HMG-box domains
have an Arg at this position, however, their structures
have yet to be determined.
Despite high conservation of residues on the N-terminal loop and first half of helix 1, the rest of the sequence conservation is low. This exists when compareing all HMG-box proteins as well as α-domain proteins.
However a close analysis reveals that amino acids that
form hydrophobic contacts in the interior packing between the three helices are conserved. Aromatic residues
at positions 8, 11, 42 and 53 are highly conserved in all
HMG-box domains and present in all α-domains. Other
conserved hydrophobic amino acids that stack between
helix 1 and 2 are at positions 23 and 34. A diagram of
these amino acids is in Figures 5(d) and (e).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Primary and secondary structural analysis of
MATα1. (a) A domain chart of MATα1. (b) Secondary
structural analysis of the CTD of MATα1. Confidence values were determined by PsiPRED [45]. Only Helix or Coil
regions were found. Confidence values for Coil were given a
negative sign and plotted in Microsoft EXCEL. The confidence scores for β-sheet were less than 2 and not considered
significant except for regions 167 to 173 (data not shown).
OJBiphy
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Figure 4. Sequence alignment of selected α-domains and HMG-box domains. (a) The sequence alignment of selected
α-domains from ascomycete yeasts with structurally determined HMG domains. Only Helix I, II and III of the HMG-box
core (65 resudues) were aligned here. (b) The sequence alignment of the selected α-domain from ascomycete yeasts. Only Helix III, IV, and V are shown. All sequences were aligned using MUSCLE [48]. The abbreviations for the ascomycete yeasts
are: a1_K: MATα1, Kluyveromyces lactis; a1_L: Lachancea waltii; a1_S: Saccharomyces cerevisiae; a1_Z: Zygosaccharomyces
rouxii; a1_O: Ogataea angusta; a1_C: Candida albicans SC5314; a1_D: Debaryomyces hansenii CBS767. The HMG domains
are listed by their PDB ID which is explained in the Table A1.

By using comparative homology modeling, we have
developed homology models of the α-domain from a
representative ascomycete yeast S. cerevisiae (see Table
1). The modeling of the α-domain was performed by two
different homology modeling programs: Swiss-Model
[34], and ROBETTA [35]. Using the SWISS-MODEL
workspace, a manually aligned sequence/template with
the α-domain (residues 81 - 146) and the HMG-box protein (PDB ID 2E6O) was used. The resulting model retained many of the features of the template but with few
exceptions (see Figures 5(a)-(c)). First, the C-terminal
end of helix 1 deviates significantly from the template
model. The φ and ψ angles also deviate away from the
α-helical structure. Second, helix 3 is only about twothirds the length of helix 3 in the template. The hydrophobic core of the models retained the packing arrangeCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

ment of the aromatic residues at positions 8, 11, 42, and 53
(see Table A2, Figure 4(a), Figures 5(d) and (e)). When
the models produced are superimposed onto LEF-1/DNA,
the positions of the critical intercalating Met (position 9)
are in very close proximity (see Figure 5(f)). The deviations from the template HMG-box structure is consistent
among all known HMG-box proteins used as a comparison here (data not shown). These two deviated positions
are also consistent with a previously determined homology model of the α-domain from pezizomycotan yeast
using the PHYRE [13].

3.2. The C-Terminal Region Makes an Essential
Contribution to the α-Domain
Using the SWISS-MODEL workspace, we could successOJBiphy
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

ET AL.

(c)

(f)

Figure 5. Evaluation of the homology model of α-domain (aa. 81 - 146) from Saccharomyces cereviseae. (a) An ribbon diagram
of the homology modeled backbone (aa. 81 - 146) from the HMG-domain (PDB ID 2E6O). The model is shown as displayed in
Swiss Model PDB viewer [34]. (b) an α-carbon trace of the superpositioned α-domain homology model (81 - 146) onto its template 2E6O. The model is in blue and the template is in red. (c) A superposition of the HMG core of 4 models (see table 2)
onto the structure of LEF-1. Each model is shown in an α-carbon trace. The colors are: LEF-1 (Red), Model 1_SWM (Blue),
Model 3_ROB (green), Model 4_ROB (yellow), Model 5_ROB (purple). (d) A diagram displaying the amino acids that form a
hydrophobic core between Helix I, II and III in the modeled HMG-core part of Model_3_ROB are shown. (e) A diagram displaying the amino acids from “D” minus the backbone of the protein. (f) a diagram showing the intercalating amino acids of
helix 1 (at position 9) of the superpositioned Model 3_ROB homology model (81 - 146) and LEF-1/DNA structure. In the display, only the positions of the amino acids at 9 are shown in the protein and only nearby DNA nucleotides are displayed. This
model and Figures 5(b), (c) were generated in the Swiss PDB viewer. Figures 5(a), (d), and (e) were generated in PYMOL [49].

fully model the conserved region of the α-domain; however, analysis of the C-terminus indicated that this core
region of the protein is not likely an independent domain.
When modeled independently, several regions, particularly on helix 3, could not be repositioned without high
residue error (data not shown). The amino acids at the
C-terminus of helix 3 are concentrated with many hydrophobic groups which are not likely found exposed to
solvent. We then used ROBETTA [35] to find a better
structure that included the region of the C-terminus from
amino acids 146 to 175. ROBETTA uses the ROSETTA
[36] de novo and comparative modeling methods simultaneously to find full chain structural models. The de
novo models are built through fragment insertion and
simulated annealing. The whole 94 amino acid C-terminus (aa. 81 - 175) was determined by ROBETTA.
ROBETTA returned five possible solutions to the structure of the C-terminal domain (see Table 1 and Figures
6(a)-(e)). Interestingly, couldn’t find any solutions for the
28 amino acid non-homologous C-terminal region (aa.
147 - 175) without the presence of the homologous HMGCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

core region (aa. 81 - 146) of the α-domain. The solutions
to the HMG core that ROBETTA determined compared
well with our HMG core using the SWISS-MODEL
server and Swiss PDB viewer (see RMSD values in Table 1 and Figure 5(c)). The superposition of the modeled
HMG core regions (81 - 146) from ROBETTA with the
template 2E6O had a higher RMSD values than the superposition of the HMG core determined using the SWISSMODEL workspace and Swiss-PDB viewer (value of
1.71 Ǻ for Model 1_SWM verses an average of 2.46 Ǻ
for Model 1 ROB through Model 5 ROB). The quality
of the models was analyzed by the QMEAN, QMEAN
Z-score [41-43] and the GA341 score from ModEval
[39,40]. The QMEAN, QMEAN Z-score and GA341 are
briefly discussed in the methods section. All models were
analyzed by other structural analysis servers as well.
The stereochemical analysis by PROCHECK [37] can
be found in the Table A3. The results of the evaluation
show that Model 3_ROB had the best quality scores
when you compare the QMEAN score and the GA341
score of 1.000. The QMEAN score for Model 3_ROB
OJBiphy
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is slightly lower than ideal range. We believe that this is
due to its small size (94 amino acids) as compared to
most of the test proteins analyzed. Analysis by
PROCHECK reveals that Model 3_ROB has 85.4% of
residues dihedral angles are in the most favored region
(see Table A3). This is below the 90% for an ideal
protein but much higher than the template used (2E6O)
for modeling the HMG core region of Model 3_ROB.
We also considered that a good model should be able to
bind DNA stably and thus the C-terminus which has very
little sequence conservation is likely not to participate in
DNA binding. Each model was analyzed as to whether
the C-terminus would interfere with DNA binding (see
Table 1). The models were superimposed and merged
onto the structure of LEF-1/DNA. The LEF-1 structure
was then omitted and regions that clashed with DNA
were highlighted. We did consider the possibility that
minor conformational changes could occur upon DNA
binding. Only Model 3_ROB, and Model 4_ROB could
bind DNA reversibly without major conformational
changes and all the amino acids that participate in DNA
binding were available in these models. A picture of
Model 3_ROB bound to DNA is in Figure 6(h). The
C-terminus of Model 5_ROB does not interfere with
DNA binding however; ROBETTA modeled a β-sheet in
the N-terminal arm which would interfere with DNA
binding.
When the C-terminal region of the α-domain (147 - 175

(a)

(e)

of S. cerevisiae) is analyzed among the ascomycete yeast
species, only little conservation is observed (Figure 4(b)).
A fourth helix appears with some conserved residues (aa.
69 - 73) “FVEWL”. A close look at Model 3_ROB reveals some elegant interactions between these conserved
residues in the fourth helix. In S. cerevisiae, Phe 69, Trp
72 and Leu 73 of Helix IV form a hydrophobic pocket
with Tyr 60 of Helix III (Figures 6(f) and 6(g)). Val 70
interacts with Helix I and the conserved acidic residue
Glu 71 makes a contact to the basic N-terminal loop.
These interactions are unique to the α-domain.

4. Discussion
The Zygomycota, which represents the early branch of
the fungal evolutionary tree, contains an HMG-box domain in each of their two different mating-types. Detailed
knowledge of the MAT loci of later divergent fungi
shows the presence of a α-domain protein along with an
HMG-box and homeodomain proteins. It would require
only small changes in the DNA-binding domain to confer
different promoter specificity required in divergent
species of the ascomycota. It is possible that the acquisition of a unique DNA-binding domain by mutation of an
existing HMG-box protein occurred concurrently with
the evolution of the ascomycota MAT loci.
The evidence presented here as well should confirm
that the α-domain belongs in the HMG-box superfamily.
Our evidence for its placement is as follows: 1) conserva-

(b)

(f)
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(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)

Figure 6. A ribbon diagram of the C-terminus of MATα1 (aa. 81 - 175) determined by ROBETTA [24]. The HMG core is colored in green and the C-terminal extension (147 - 175) is colored in red. (a) Model 1_ROB. (b) Model 2_ROB. (c) Model 3_ROB.
(d) Model 4_ROB. (e) Model 5_ROB. (f) Model 3_ROB with selected hydrophobic residues of Helix III and IV highlighted in
torquiose. (g) Same as “F” except the ribbon backbone has been omitted. (h) Model 3_ROB positioned bound to DNA.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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tion of crucial DNA binding residues at positions 6, 9, 12,
and 31 (see Table A2); 2) Conservation of crucial hydrophobic residues required for an L-shaped tertiary structure characteristic of HMG-box proteins.
Despite strong conservation of the functional residues
within the HMG-box core, the α-domain is very unique
among HMG-box proteins. The major differences include a reduction in length of helix 1 and 3 and a nonhomologous C-terminal helical extension. The C-terminal extension will likely be different among major yeast
species however some conservation in the fourth helix is
observed. Our best model reveals a significant number of
interactions of Helix IV with Helix III, Helix I and the
N-terminal loop. The fourth Helix may have a role in
regulation of DNA binding by stabilizing the unbound
state of the HMG-box domain.
Here we demonstrate that in S. cereviseae, the C-terminal extension contains a three helical extension that
contacts Helix I, Helix III and the N-terminal loop of the
HMG-box core. The question remains as to how the
diverging sequence and structure lead to a diverging
function of MATα1. One interesting aspect of MATα1, is
that DNA binding in vivo is believed to occur only in the
presence of MCM1. The binding to QP’ DNA by
MATα1 alone in vitro is very weak (unpublished work D.
Jackson, S. Tan) and requires the assistance of MCM1.
This reduced or regulated binding by MATα1 has yet to
be explored in detail.
Here we are able to present a structural model of
MATα1 (Best model: Model 3_ROB, Figure 6(c)) and
how this protein binds to DNA. MATα1 has direct protein protein interactions to MCM1 and possibly STE12
[7,10,11]. The best characterized is its interaction with
MCM1 [10]. The structural model presented here will be
a valuable asset in our understanding of how the
MATα1/MCM1/DNA complex activates transcription of
α-specific genes which is an ancient outstanding model
for how gene expression occurs. Several colleagues have
found it difficult to crystallize MATα1, the α-domain or
the MATα1/MCM1/DNA complex due to limited solubility and aggregation problems (D. Jackson, unpublished). The present model suggests that a soluble domain exists bound to DNA using the C-terminal fragment
from residues 81 - 175. This is consistent with our experimental results on the solubility of MATα1 constructs
(to be published elsewhere). Our model of the C-terminus is currently being used to design new constructs
for crystallization and X-ray diffraction analysis. We
hope to be reporting the experimentally determined 3-D
structure of the α-domain or the structure of MATα1
soon.
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Appendix
Table A1. Structural comparison of HMG-box domains.
PDB ID

Protein

Organism

Method

Ref.

2HDZ

UBF HMG #5

Hom Sap

X-Ray

[17]

1J3C

C-terminal domain of HMGB2

Sus scrofa

NMR

NP

1QRV

HMG-D/DNA complex

Dros. mel.

X-Ray

[18]

2LEF

Transcription factor LEF1/DNA complex

Mus mus

NMR

[16]

1CKT

HMG #1 bound to cisplatin-DNA

Rat Norv

X-Ray

[19]

1J3X

N-terminal domain of HMGB2

Sus scrofa

NMR

NP

1HMF

β-domain of HMG1

Rat Norv

NMR

[20]

2YUL

HMG-box of SOX-17

Hom Sap

NMR

NP

2YQI

Second HMG domain of HMGB3

Hom Sap

NMR

NP

2EQZ

First HMG domain of HMGB3

Hom Sap

NMR

NP

1V63

UBF1 #6

Mus mus

NMR

NP

1AAB

α-domain of HMG1

Rat Norv

NMR

[21]

1GTO

Oct4/SOX2/DNA complex

Mus mus

X-Ray

[22]

1V64

UBF1 #3

Mus mus

NMR

NP

1K99

UBF1 #1

Hom Sap

NMR

[23]

1HRY

SRY/DNA

Hom Sap

NMR

[24]

1WGF

UBF1 #4

Mus mus

NMR

NP

3F27

SOX-17/DNA complex

Mus mus

X-Ray

[25]

3FGH

Mitochondrial TF-A

Hom Sap

X-Ray

[26]

2YUK

Myeloid Lymphoid Leukemia protein 3

Hom Sap

NMR

NP

2D7L

HMG-box/WD repeat protein

Hom Sap

NMR

NP

2E6O

HMG-box transcription factor 1

Hom Sap

NMR

NP

2GZK

β-domain of HMGB1

Rat Norv

X-Ray

[27]

2CTO

Hypothetical protein FLJ14904

Hom Sap

NMR

NP

2CRJ

HMG domain protein HMGX2

Mus mus

NMR

NP

2CS1

DNA mismatch repair protein

Hom Sap

NMR

NP

2CO9

Thymus HMG protein

Mus mus

NMR

NP

1WZ6

Bobby Sox homologue

Mus mus

NMR

NP

1O4X

Oct1/SOX-2/DNA complex

Hom Sap

NMR

[28]

1J5N

NHP6A complexed to DNA

S. cerev

NMR

[29]

1I11

SOX-5

Mus mus

NMR

[30]

1HSM

HMG protein (Hamster)

Cric gris

NMR

NP

1WXL

SSRP subunit of FACT

Dros. mel.

NMR

[31]
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Table A2. Conserved positions in HMG-box proteins and the α-domain.
Position*

AA-type

Function

HMG-box

α-domain

2-4

Basic
(K,R)

makes critical backbone contacts to the DNA minor groove

+++

+++

6

S, N

makes water mediated contacts to bases/sugar residues in
the minor groove

+++

+++

Positions 8 and 11 interacts with the hydrophobic core

+++

+++

intercalates between stacked bases

+++

+++

intercalates between stacked bases in HMG domains

++

??

makes contacts with helix 2

+

−−

makes critical backbone contacts

++

−−

makes hydrophobic contacts to helix 2

+++

+++

defines the loop 1 region

+++

−/+

Unknown

+++

+++

Hydrophobic contacts with helix 1

+++

+++

8, 11
9

Aromatic
(F,Y,W)
Hydrophobic
(M,I,L)
Any

12
14
16
23

Acidic
(D,E)
Basic
(R)
Hydrophobic
(L,I)
P

25
33
34

Acidic
(D,E)
Hydrophobic
(L,I,V,A)

38

S or T

Unknown

+

+++

42

Hydrophobic (W)

makes hydrophobic contacts to helix 1

+++

+++

49

Acidic (D,E)

Unknown

+++

−−

50

Basic (K)

Unknown

+++

+/−

makes hydrophobic contacts to helix 1

+++

+++

makes contacts to the unstructured loop 1

+++

+++

53
57

Aromatic
(W)
Hydrophobic
(A)

*

Position numbers correspond to the numbers from the scale at the top of Figure 4(a). Thus position 1 is actually position 89 in the S. cerevisiae protein sequence.

Table A3. PROCHECK results of structural models.
Model name

Residues

Most favorable region

Model_1_SWM

81 - 146

85.7

14.3

0.8

0

Model_1_Rob

81 - 175

91.5

8.5

0

0

Model_2_Rob

81 - 175

91.5

8.5

0

0

Model_3_Rob

81 - 175

85.4

14.6

0

0

Model_4_Rob

81 - 175

87.8

12.2

0

0

Model_5_Rob

81 - 175

86.6

13.4

0

0

2E6O

---

76.3

23.7

0

0
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